ADOBE PREMIERE: 2.8 VIDEO AND AUDIO EFFECTS

There will be times where you want to modify the appearance of your clips, or the sound of your audio. In this tutorial, you will learn how to apply and modify a variety of video and audio effects.

1. Explore the Effects

You can find the video and audio effects under the Effects tab a few tabs down from the Project Panel in the bottom left corner of your Adobe Premiere screen. Here, you can look through the drop-down folders at the different effects available.

2. Drag and Drop

After selecting an effect, select it from the Effects tab, then drag it and drop it on the video or audio clip in the sequence.
3. Modify Effects

To modify an effect, select the clip that the effect was applied to. Then, go to the Effects Control panel a few tabs down from the Source panel. There will be several things you can adjust. To adjust, you can either clip the arrow to drop down the slider to add or remove an effect, or hold the "0.0" with your mouse, and drag it left or right to add or remove that effect.

4. Apply Effects to Multiple Clips

If you modified an effect and want to apply it on other clips in your sequence, right click the clip with the modifications, and select "Copy". Then, select the clip that you want to apply this modified effect to, right-click it, and select "Past Attributes...". A window will pop up where you can select which specific attributes you would like to apply.

If you have applied keyframes, you can choose to “Scale Attribute Times”, to take the keyframes and adjust them so they’re relatively positioned in the next clip.

If you uncheck, the effect will be absolute. If you have not applied keyframes, then this option does not matter.

If you want to modify what effects have been pasted, re-paste the attributes and it will take you back to the window where you can check or uncheck boxes.